Century German Style Apron with Honeycomb Smocking and
Drawn-Work Hem-Stitch
Static Item Presentation
For Kingdom A&S 2020 I created a 16th century German style formal honeycomb
smocked apron with drawn-work double hem-stitch for a medium size woman.
Background
Every 16th century German woman needed a
good schürze (Apron) to protect their dress or impress
their peers with complex pleating and embroidery. The
pleated apron was not only common among lower
class women in Europe, but also upper-class ladies
(fig. 2, 3, and 5).
The construction of this style of apron appears
to have consisted of a rectangular or square piece
attached to a band making up the tie or apron strings.
The apron appears to cover the front or the front and
sometimes sides of the skirts, possibly even the back
in some instances.
The tops were often pleated and had a
diamond motif (fig.1). For this item I used honeycomb
smocking where alternating pleats are stitched
together in an up and down zig-zag creating diamond
shapes in a honeycomb pattern. The term honeycomb
smocking is a modern term for this embroidery style
(Country Bumpkin, 2015, p. 96). Honeycomb smocking
is a handy way to shrink down folds of fabric
and create an elastic quality. However, there
is some debate as to the type of embroidery
and pleat work present in the apron. Some
researchers have concluded the pattern is
created by top stitching small tight pleats with
a diamond pattern. Please the Was It
Honeycomb Smocking? section of my
accompanying paper The Early 16th-Century
Pleat-work Diamond Embroidered Hemd –
How was it done? for a detailed discussion.

Fig.1 Honeycomb smocked apron with
drawn work hem.

Fig. 2 Detail Augsburger Monatsbilder Oktober by
Jörg Breu the Elder (1531-1550) with frau in
schürzen.
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Additionally, there is evidence that drawn-work
hem-stitch embroidery might have been present on the
German style aprons of the 16th century (fig. 3 and 5).
Drawn-work hem-stitch is a type of embroidery where
threads are removed from the weft or warp of fabric,
and the remaining are sewn together to create a pattern
(De Dillmont, 1886, Single and Cut Open-work
seciton)(fig. 4). In German Lands this would have been
known as wiess arbeit (white work) is a technique of
white embroidery on white linen with elements like
drawn-work. The German pattern books, such as
Schönsperger, 1529, have patterns that appear to have
drawn work elements (McNealy 2018, p. 50-51, 239).
There are several extant examples of shirts with drawn
work from the 1560s in Patterns of Fashion 4 (Arnold,
2008, p. 20-21).
Aprons in this style in Germany and neighboring
regions of Europe came in several colors,
predominantly black, red, and gold, and were
constructed of linen, linen-cotton blends, or wool
(Zander-Seidel, 1990, p. 70). White or off-white also
appears to be relatively common in early 16th century
paintings. Aprons were mentioned in clothing lists, and
some ladies owned more than one of varying quality
(Zander-Seidel, 1990, p. 72). Additionally, aprons were
mentioned in sumptuary laws in Germany; they limited
the apron width under the waist band and use of metal
threads (Zander-Seidel, 1990, p. 72).

Fig. 3 Diamond pleated apron with
possible drawn-work in detail from
Taylor and seamstress (Johann,
Enkevoerth, & Falke, 2013).

Fig. 4 (left) Image of double hem-stitch from
Encyclopedia of Needle work (De Dillmont,
1886).
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Fig. 5 (right) Detail of apron in The Fountain of Youth by Lucas Cranach the Elder (1546) and (left) detail
of apron with drawn-work hem stitch in the painting Pyramus and Thisbe, Hans Baldung (1931).

Apron Design
For this project, I settled on a style consistent with
16 century German region aprons. This style consists of a
rectangular main body section covering the front of the
dress, and a narrow band to tie in the back or in the front. I
was limited to linen I had on hand, so set the size to work for
a women’s medium. I decided to have the final apron 15” x
32”, with a ¾” wide apron band 112”. I chose a honeycomb
smocking pattern for the top. The design is a ½” diamond
pattern, with an elongate hexagon 1.5” cell row in the
midsection (fig. 6). Along the bottom of the apron a ¾”
double fold hem is secured by a double hem-stitch drawnwork pattern (fig. 4).
th

Fig. 6 Honeycomb smock
pattern (not to scale).
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List of Materials and Tools
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medium weight (approx. 5 oz/yrd2) bleached linen
White linen thread for the construction
White silk thread for the embroidery stitches
Quilter’s cotton thread for the running stitches*
Scissors*
Measuring rectangular quilting tool
Water erasable ink pen*
Hand sewing needles
Bees wax
Potato starch*
Wooden embroidery hoop
Modern iron*
Fig. 7 (right) Some materials used for this project.

Substitutions*
To reduce project overhead, I opted to use some items I had on hand instead of
purchasing additional historically accurate supplies. For marking the fabric, I opted to use a
water erasable ink pen in leu of chalk or poking holes in the fabric. I utilized cotton quilter’s
thread for the basting running stitches instead of the more expensive linen or silk. Additionally,
I used a modern iron, scissors, and clear plastic quilter’s measuring rectangle. I substituted
potato starch for 15th and 16th century starch made of roots of the cuckoo-pint flower (arum
maculatum or starchwort) to stiffen my linen, see Appendix F of The Early 16th-Century Pleatwork Diamond Embroidered Hemd – How was it done? for a detailed discussion.
Construction Methods
The apron body is of relatively easy construction. However, the pleating and drawnwork are complex elements requiring more planning and precision for execution. I used 2
yards of 60” wide medium weight linen (5 oz/yd2) that I prewashed on cold water and hung in
the sun to dry.
I set the finished width to 15 inches across (note I ended up with a finished width of
14.5”). I knew from previous experience I would need about 5x the width of fabric to use
achieve the desired finished width, I used a 72” wide piece of fabric and pleated 70”.
Genoveva von Lübeck (SCA Name) provides extensive information of pleating methodologies
appropriate for the late 15th and 16th centuries in Fitzarbeit buchlein, Mastering 15th and 16th
Pleatwork Techniques: The pleatwork book; including pleat sizing (2015), although sizing was
not utilized here. I ironed and prepared the fabric. I cut a rectangular piece 72” by 34” to
create the body of the apron.
Honeycomb Smocked Pleating
For the pleated section of the apron, I used a running stitch pleat method with
honeycomb smocking. Although our methods deviate, the Pleatwork Book provides excellent
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step by step instructions for this process (Lübeck, 2015). Along the long side of the body of the
apron, I applied a dot pattern. I used a quilter measuring rectangle and water erasable pen to
mark lines on the fabric in 8 rows, each ½” apart (fig. 8). Then I created vertical tick marks
every ½” along each line to indicate stitch locations.
As I worked, I visually checked the dots and made corrections ad hoc to ensure
uniformity, and to keep the pattern in line between the rows of dots. Using cotton quilter’s
thread, I stitched each row with a running
stitch. Once all 8 rows were complete, I tied 2
adjacent rows together at each end. This
prevents puckering and bending of the
pleated section while embroidering. I gently
pulled the threads to gather the fabric,
creating the pleats. I dipped the main apron
section in starch water and allowed it to dry. I
made the starch water by dissolving ½ cup
potato starch in warm water, then mixed it
with 4 gallons of water in a tub.
Next, using the measuring rectangle, I
marked the right-side pleated section (the
Fig. 8 Horizonal pleat lines for running stitch dots.
side facing out on the apron), drawing
guidelines across the pleats in rows ¼” apart.
I marked 7 rows ½” from the top, then
dropped down 1” and marked 6 rows of the
bottom portion. The existing pleat lines served
as a guide for mark placement, but fresh
marks are used for the honeycomb pattern
(fig. 9).
I then used white silk thread and back
stitch to join two adjacent pleats with two
stitch passes, finishing the second inside the
pleat on the wrong side of the fabric. Then the
stitch moves to the adjacent row up or down
inside the pleat, to the mark in the same
vertical position above or below. That pleat
then joins to the next pleat over. I repeated
the process in a zig zag pattern, finishing off
rows of two until the pattern was complete. I
Fig. 9 Stitch marks and honeycomb stitches.
checked the pattern and cut the guide strings.
Drawn-Work
To create the drawn-work area above the apron hem, I pulled a ¼”, 10 threads, running
horizonal in the fabric 1.75” above the bottom edge. I used a double hem-stitch as presented in
the Encyclopedia of Needle Work (De Dillmon, 1886).
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The drawn-work consisted of gathering a little less than ¼” of threads, approximately 8
threads. I started on the right side of the front facing apron on the top edge of the drawn-work
cross section and worked left. I used the white silk thread and the stitch started on the back
side of the apron and passed through to the front 2-3 horizonal threads above the drawn-work
cross section (fig.10). Then, I looped the stitch two times around 8 threads, and inserted the
needle on the back side of the apron 2-3 threads above the drawn-work section through to the
right side. I repeated this pattern until complete. Next, I repeated the process on the bottom of
the horizonal drawn-work cross section. I folded the hem in two folds creating a ¾” hem (fig.
11). I picked the edge of the hem up in the double hem-stitch as I worked.

Fig. 10 (left), Image of the top double hemstitch finishing a stitch, 2-3 threads above the
edge.

Fig. 11 (right), Image of the bottom
double hem-stitch, picking up the hem
in the stitch.

Final Apron Construction
Once the honeycomb smocked section and drawn-work were complete, I finished the
apron construction. I used white linen thread and several stitch styles including running, back,
and whip stitches, all of which are well documented in 15th and 16th century garb (Arnold,
Tiramani, & Levey, 2009, p. 5) (Nutz & Stadler, 2012, p. 85). I stitched a 1” double fold linen
bias trim to the sides using a running stitch with occasional back stitch to secure the stitch. I
whip stitched the back side of the honeycomb pleating to the ½” apron strings, and then
enclosed the top of the apron. I enclosed a double folded 1” bias band over the top of the
apron and apron strings by stitching the wrong side (back) of the apron pleat by pleat into the
apron band. I then joined the front using a running stitch. Lastly, I dipped the apron again in a
light starch mixture, hang dried, and pressed.
Conclusions
Overall, I am happy with the finished product and I feel it is a good representation of a
nice dressy apron. It has a very pleasing, period appropriate aesthetic and will work well
German garb from 1530-1560.
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Future Considerations
There were some aspects of this project that I will likely investigate in future research
and projects. The biggest concern is whether the pattern observed in art is actually
honeycomb smocking, please the Was It Honeycomb Smocking? section of my accompanying
paper The Early 16th-Century Pleat-work Diamond Embroidered Hemd – How was it done? for
a detailed discussion. I plan to make some wider aprons using other pleat-work embroidery
such as trellis surface stitching.
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